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CLUB: Bowentown Patrol
SURF LIFEGUARDS: Ella Higgins, Jess
Meade, Stella Reid & Jack Sewell

Nothing appeared out of the ordinary at

Bowentown on the afternoon of January 7th,

2021. The weather was warm and sunny, and a

light breeze tossed the waves.

 

At around 5pm, Surf Lifeguards noticed three

swimmers about 150m out to sea. Two of the

swimmers returned to shore while one

remained in the water, swimming confidently

and not in distress. Given how far out she was,

however, the lifeguards opted to launch an

inflatable rescue boat (IRB) at 5:05 to check on

her. Lifeguards Jess Meade and Stella Reid

launched the IRB while fellow lifeguard Jack

Sewell kept a close eye on the swimmer from

the beach. 

 

Suddenly, as the IRB was about to launch,

Sewell heard a scream from out to sea and,

through the binoculars, spotted a shark

thrashing in the water. He immediately radioed

to the IRB to urgently attend to the swimmer.

The IRB took a swift course through the waves

before reaching the swimmer.

 

In the meantime, Sewell cleared the water of

swimmers, dropped the patrol flags and

prepared the oxygen kit and tourniquet at the

water’s edge – all through quick thinking and

with little knowledge of the situation unfolding. 

The lifeguards quickly reached the

swimmer, a young woman, who was weak

and in obvious distress. Both lifeguards

pulled the badly injured woman into the

boat before signaling to shore that

assistance was required.

Once the IRB returned to shore, Sewell

applied the tourniquet to the injured leg

before the unconscious patient was moved

to the sand. The team radioed to Surf

Lifeguards at Waihi main beach for

additional support and 111 was called for

immediate assistance.

Roaming Head Lifeguard Ella Higgins

arrived within minutes and the team

undertook a highly technical and

demanding first aid process.

Sadly, the young woman was pronounced

dead at the scene despite the exceptional

first aid provided by the lifeguards and

other emergency personnel.

Although the result of this incident was

devastating, the Surf Lifesaving community

is extremely proud of the efforts of these

lifeguards. The swift decision making and

actions taken by all involved gave this

young woman the best chance of survival.


